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Foreword to The Slacker’s Guide to Writing Evals
“It doesn’t matter if I write a self-eval,” a friend once confessed to me, “because no one really reads
them anyway.” The words struck me with the force of a soccer ball kicked toward me when I was
looking elsewhere. I caught my breath and scowled, unsure of how to respond. The words stayed
with me for months before I understood why the were so blindsiding; the experience struck at
something I believed in deeply: the significance of an institution actually caring about my voice.
You see, writing self-evaluations isn’t only about proving yourself to an external audience. Rather,
the power in writing self-evaluations lies in the practice of claiming authority. This practice is
largely about the presence of your voice i your transcript (a luxury few college students know).
However, practicing authority moves beyond simply taking ownership over your experience; it’s
about challenging yourself to care about what you’re learning—to engage not only in the material
but in the learning process itself.
Once my teachers asked our class to write about how we learned to do something well. While the
range of activities differed from cooking to riding horses, we each experienced a comment moment:
in order to get better at doing something, we had to take time to think about how we were doing it.
The key to growth was consciousness. When we churned along unconsciously or un-carefully, we
stagnated. Dana reminds us that writing self-evaluations is an exercise in gaining consciousness of
yourself learning and hence, of yourself.

- Marissa Luck
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The Slacker’s Guide to Writing Evals
Dana Oride
Ready, set, reflect?
I’ve always struggled with writing my evaluations, and while there are a wealth of resources available
to help students with the process of reflection and revision, my issue is not about asking myself
good questions, or about reflecting deeply, but just some sort of mental block around the enormity
of the self-evaluation. I know that it’s really important, that I might need to provide it to someone
as some sort of evidence of my education, that it’s my chance to capture and frame my education.
I genuinely do believe that it’s supposed to be empowering. I know and believe all of this, and yet
for four years I wrote drafts of my evaluations and never really wrote an eval that I was satisfied
with. I “filed” my drafts with the evaluations from my professors, or with my other work from the
program, or somewhere else that I thought was clever; was thankful that I wasn’t on top of my game
enough to apply to grad school or a professional job (and thus actually need my transcript); and
trained my creative energy on my school work.
When senior year came, I started thinking that a transcript would be a nice thing to have, and I
suddenly had seven evaluations to write. Even though I had drafts of most of them (which ranged
in tone from perfunctory to tortured to super analytical), it was a painful, painful process to write
seven evaluations at once. But I learned things. In reading through the various drafts I had written,
I realized that by my junior year I had actually cobbled together a process that worked pretty well
for me, but this process could have been so much better if I was conscious of what I was doing
at the time. I also learned that many, many other students shared similar blocks around writing
evaluations, and that sharing my evaluation hang-ups could be useful to others.
Procrastination and Perfectionism
I’ll talk more about perfectionism later, but procrastination and perfectionism have a particularly
unhelpful way of reinforcing each other. There’s always something more immediately satisfying to
be done than writing your self-evaluation, especially if you think that you’re not going to do a good
enough job on it anyway. It’s really easy to not write your eval when it’s so wise and rewarding to
get excited about your next program. Recognize these tendencies. Call them out. Now move on.
Time to Reflect
Yes, consciousness and empowerment can be about continual awareness and reflection, but it’s not
that easy. I need some distance, and the best thing I’ve done for myself is to give myself permission to
take time. Here’s the thing about Evergreen: you don’t actually have to submit your final evaluation
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at the end of the quarter (unless otherwise specified by your professor). You need to submit your
perfect, signed evaluations before you want your transcript to go out to grad schools or potential
employers, but until that time comes, you can have your almost-perfect evals (or your as-good-asthey-can-be evals) sitting at the ready on your my.evergreen.edu account. By God, make sure you
have your best draft saved on that my.evergreen account, especially if your filing system is anything
like mine. Drafts on paper get lost. Flash drives get lost.
Pressure to Have Something Really Really Good Because You Know
it’s Really Really Important
Don’t. Don’t feel the need to write something transcript-worthy, especially not during week ten,
when you might be finishing an actual academic project, and trying to make your academic content
as good as possible. Your project needs to be as good as it can possibly be by the end of the quarter
so that the work can be reflected in your professor’s evaluation of you. Your own self-evaluation,
however, only needs to be conference-worthy.
I finally hit upon the idea of a conference-worthy evaluation during the final quarter of my junior
year. By conference-worthy, I mean that none of this matters: length, things being too listy or
bullet-pointed, things being out of focus or mis-focused, being too self-critical or critical of the
program, talking too much about academic content or how much you hated everybody else in the
class or that one book you read. The first conference-worthy eval I wrote was four pages long and
included a page about my father’s recent death, my embrace of academics as emotional escapism
(and subsequent surprise at the inadequacy of that escape), and the tension of traveling home for
very personal reasons while studying that same home. In this far too personal page, I unraveled
questions about where I belonged as a daughter, as a native scholar interested in the institution of
education, and as a person. It was far too navel-gazing for anything that I would want to present
in my transcript, but it was honestly where I was at, and set the ground for a genuine, affirmative
evaluation conference with my professor.
Yes, the whole thing was too long, too personal, had too many unanswered questions, and even had
too much academic content. But it was obvious that I knew all of this when I handed it in, and my
professor didn’t waste time talking about any of these things. Instead, she affirmed strengths, pointed
out themes that could be refined and used to frame the eval as a whole, and highlighted where my
self-evaluation echoed and complicated things that she had written about in her evaluation of me.
I’m convinced that we had such a rich conversation because I wrote a “conference-worthy”
eval instead of attempting to hand in a “transcript-worthy” eval. And I eventually did write my
transcript-worthy eval. The page of writing I talked about earlier was eventually reduced down to,
“Family obligations necessitated that I made four trips home during the course of this program,”
followed by a tighter discussion of ethnographic trauma and native scholars.
The conference-worthy eval works for me as a procrastinator and a perfectionist, because it forces
me to do something very specific and have it done for a specific time. I know that it’s not going to
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be the version that goes in my transcript, and I can be hopeful that what I write will actually provide
a foundation for a really good conversation that I can use as I move towards that transcript-worthy
eval. Writing the conference-worthy eval is also necessary because of what I risk losing if I don’t:
That moment.
My favorite evals go beyond simply presenting my education and somehow capture something
essential—a moment in my development as a person, a photograph of something that would be
impossible to draw from memory. I became more skilled in editing these photographs (learning,
for example, to pay attention to tensions, to honor my authority in my experience), but first I had to
learn to see the conference-worthy eval and the transcript-worthy eval as two completely different
animals. I learned all of this pretty late in my academic career, but I hope that some of you are
reading this a bit earlier and that you might be able to recognize your own process for writing evals.
So don’t panic; let yourself take the moment, and let your writing go all over the place; you will
revise it all later.
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